
Cheerleader Responsibilities and Agreement Form 

Congratulations on becoming a Junior Trojan Cheerleader!  It is an honor, a privilege, and a great responsibility to be a cheerleader.  Each 
cheerleader is to exemplify the highest standards of conduct and good moral character at all time, especially at school, social functions and games, 
and on social media (Instagram, Snapchat, TikTok, oovoo, etcetera). 

1. Duties and Responsibilities

a. Spirit - Cheerleaders will do everything possible to maintain enthusiasm and school spirit at all athletic events.

b. The cheerleader is responsible for knowing the cheers and chants.  At the discretion of the sponsors, disciplinary action may include 
sitting out a game or event until the cheers and chants are learned.

c. A cheerleader is expected to maintain or better all tumbling skills that she performed at tryouts.

d. Attend LHS Camp Lassiter, Choreography Camp(s) and Stunt Camp.  Attendance at these camps is mandatory.

e. Cheerleaders will cheer at football games and basketball games, tournaments and other events as designated by the sponsor and 
majority vote of the parents.

f. Mandatory Season for Sidelines Squads ends after your team's season has ended.  As long as the team is playing, you will be cheering. 
The mandatory season extends to the end of playoffs.  This could go through late November depending on playoffs. Additionally, 
basketball cheer’s mandatory season extends through their entire season, as outlined by the sponsors.

g. Cheerleaders must attend all practices as planned by the sponsor and must be dressed in the practice clothes identified by the sponsor.

h. Cheerleaders must dress out for practice.  Extra practices can be called by the sponsor and/or Board President as needed.

i. Cheerleaders are to be present at the field/gym at least 30 minutes or a time designated by the sponsor), prior to the start of a game and 
are not to leave until the game is over.  They should also be in the cheer line at the beginning of the second half.

j. A cheerleader may fulfill any school or sports obligation(s) which existed prior to tryouts/and prior to her selection to a position on a 
Jr. Trojan Cheer Squad, until the end of the current school year.  Effective following the last day of the school year, a cheerleader is 
required to attend each practice, completely.  This means arriving before practice begins and remaining for the entire practice.  The 
squad depends on EVERY squad member.  Stunt groups require 4-5 girls in order to practice – one missing squad member impacts  
3-4 others.  PLAN TO BE AT PRACTICE!

k. No spectators, fans or visitors are allowed on sidelines other than cheerleaders and sponsors or their approved designee for that game.
(Photographers only permitted if taking photos for the squad social media pages and banquet slideshow).

l. All cheerleaders are strongly encouraged to participate in any board-sponsored fundraisers.

m. No food (including candy and gum) is allowed while cheering. A small snack may be eaten at half time as designated by the sponsor. 
No trips to concessions until the game has ended.

Attendance and Discipline Policy

1. Illness or Injury
a. Cheerleaders who are ill must notify the sponsor as soon as is practical.

b. Cheerleaders who are unable to cheer due to injury must attend the game in full uniform and sit with the sponsor (not in the stands). 
They must also attend and dress out for all practices and mandatory events.
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2. Jewelry - There will be absolutely no necklaces, rings, watches, bracelets, fashion band, earrings, or body jewelry worn during coaching, 
practicing or while on duty at games.  This is a safety issue.  All jewelry must be removed, not taped over or hidden, this includes newly pierced 
earrings and cartilage piercings.  Cheerleaders will sit out until all jewelry is removed.

3. Extracurricular Activities - Jr. Trojan Cheerleading will be given priority over other extracurricular activities.  This includes practices and 
any mandatory camps.

4. Personal Appearance - All cheerleaders are expected to keep a neat personal appearance at all times.  Uniforms, shoes and other 
cheerleading attire are to be clean at all times.  Hair styles are to be neat and clean looking - no trendy hairdos, hair colors, no feathers, beads or 
other attachments or extensions.  Nails should be neat, clean, trimmed and filed at the fingertips. No LONG acrylic, gel, powder/SNS or other 
nails permitted during the season.  Nails must be kept short for the safety of all participants in stunts and routines.

5. Behavior - Cheerleaders are expected to behave as part of a team, respect sponsors and team captains, and respect other members of the 
team. Respect includes, but is not limited to, treating each member of the squad in positive and polite way regardless of your personal feelings for 
the individual.  Girls should support and encourage each other and must refrain from making negative or disparaging comments about other 
members of the team even if (and especially if) that person is not present.

6. Alcohol, drug use and improper behavior - Smoking, vaping in any form, drinking, the use of drugs, or any other inappropriate and 
improper behavior will not be tolerated at any time.  The Jr. Trojan program follows the Cobb County School District’s policy regarding drug and 
alcohol use.  Suspension from school (in school or out of school) for each day a cheerleader is suspended from school, she will be suspended an 
equal number of games or even dismissed from the squad subject to Board decision and vote.

7. Social Media and Behavior – Girls are expected to behave in a positive, respectful manner on all social media sites, email and text (as well 
as in public).  Cheerleaders are representing the LJTC program 24/7 whether in uniform or not.  Demerits will be issued for inappropriate 
behavior.  This includes, but is not limited to:  saying, posting, or lip syncing curse words, racial slurs and/or sexual messages/innuendos, 
excessive public displays of affection, being inappropriately clothed, etc.  This includes posts/messages of the squad member on her account or a 
by a third-party on their social account(s).

8. Grade Requirements - Any cheerleader receiving 2 F’s and/or a “U” on any report card will be removed immediately from the squad(s) for 
the remainder of the season and is unable to attend the banquet and any other cheer-related events. To receive the Academic Award at the banquet, 
the cheerleader must have all As or A/B Honor Roll with no C’s.  Those cheerleaders that receive straight A’s and A/B Honor Roll for the entire 
season will receive special designation in the banquet program.  Report cards must be submitted to the Squad Liaison by the squad sponsor(s) 
within 10 days of the end of the quarter.  Any cheerleader who does not turn in a report card will be ineligible to attend any cheer-related events.  
The cheerleaders will receive demerits for any mandatory events missed during this time.

9. Understanding Football and Basketball - All girls are required to work with the sponsor to understand the basic rules of the sport for which 
you are cheering.

10. Have FUN and support your team!

I, ________________________________________, agree to abide by these rules.  I understand that if I violate the rules, I will be disciplined 
based on the discipline program in the bylaws. 

____________________________________________        ___________________ 
Cheerleader’s Signature      Date
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